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ABSTRACT
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to change: a proper understanding of their own role bX
administrators, availability of well qualified teachers,
encouragement of fleXibility in teachers and schools, and provision
-of change-making research institutions. The administrator's role is
to organize a system that enables educators to do their work
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technically educative functions is improvement of the quality of
teachers. When teachers are well educated and have access to
continued professional training, administrators are able to encourage
local initiative and autonomy. The role Of administrators then is to
set-up-innovative machinery or change-making institutions. The
simplest such institutions are committees of teachers and advisers;
however these groups are rarely able to generate really mew ideas,
techniques, or methods. For that, more formal, specialized research
and development institutions must be set up. (Author/3G)
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This lecture is part of 'Fundamentals of Educational Planning;

Lecture-Discussion Series' a controlled experiment undertaken by the
International Institute for Educational Planning in collaboration with a
limited number of organizations and individuals aiming at the development
of efficient teaching materials in the field of educational planning. By
their very nature these Materials, which draw upon tape recordings,
transcriptions and summary notes of seminars, lectures and discussions
.conducted-by-I1EP as part of its training and research progrAme-, are
informal and not subject to the type of editing customary for published
documents. They are therefore not to be considered as 'official publi-
cations'.

The opinions expressed in this lecture are those of the author and
do not necessarily represent the views of the Institute.

The use, adaptation or reproduction, in whole or in part of these
materials is limited to institutions and persons specifically authorized
by IIEP.
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THE CHANGI NG/W 'ORLD

Rapidity of change

ply a few generations ago even in the educationally advanced coun-
tries,imost education was given to children by infOrmal, participatory
means in the home and in the community. Today, increasingly, the school,
a social institution specifically designed for the purpose, is playing a
major part in'the process of bringing up children. In a changing world,
..the school, to be an effect 'e institution, must itself be capable of.
tespondAng to changing need.

4 Concern with the, quality of education

sy

Administrators, in building and controlling school systems in a
ohanging_Society, have two major pre-,occupations: the extension of the
quantity of education available, and the improvement of the quality of
education. 'Corfcern with the quality .(4f education is inextricably related
to the school's ability to adakt to the needs of a rapidly changing world;
for institutions and individuals both tend to continue to behave in the

1

way they have grown up; the problem, then, is to help them grow up
'flexible', 'adaptable', able to meet changed circumstances in an appro-
priate manner, This is a problem that concerns the structure of education
systems, as well'as the teaching they, ,provide for their pupils.

THE SCHOOL SYSTEM AND CHANGE

Schodi systems can very easily becoine somewhat isolated from the
general currents of social change. Teachers can continue to teach what

1

they themselves learned as children, irrespective of its relevance to ev
1 today's world. Through lack sif economic resources, educational materiald

can be scarce, new textbooks unavailable, and the school can have to de-
pend too much on old aims, old knowledge, old materials, and old methods.
As an-institution in a changing society and-in a-soclety-thatmeeds.to
change, the school can be a brake upon progress.

\ -:-..

The probluM for administrators

\ .2

The crucial'problem for administrators who are concerned with im-,

*oving the quality of education is essentially this. how to ensure
adaptability in their systems, that is, how to build into their systems
the capacity to change. Most administrators in the developing countries
that are undergoing rapid quantitative growth in education find themselves
faced with'a situation in,which they have poorly educated teachers and
have found it necessary to prescribe universal and highly elaborated sylla-
buses, standard methods, and uniform materials. To prevent these from be-
coming rigid and increasingly irrelevant to the - hanging needs of society
IsAhe problem.
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MEANS OF ENSURING THE ADAPTABILITY OVEDUCAtION SYSTEMS

There aretfour major factors that are necessary so that an educationsystem can remain sensitive and adaptable to change: (a) a proper under-standing of. their own role by the administrators
themselves; (b) well-

qualified teachers; (c) the encouragement of flexibility in the teachersand the schools; (d) the provision of change-making research institutions.
<,

1

(a) The administrators role

The crucial factor in the situation is'that the administratorMust recognize the distinction between the administrative
function and the technical or professional functions of peopleworking in an education system.

In particular, the administrator has to build a system in whichhe does not retain for himself professional or technical Aim-"tions that should be carried out by teachers, school principals,/
advisers, curriculum and teaching methods,, experts and otherswhose educative function is the basic reason for the existenceof the education system. The administrator's role is to orga-nize a system that will enable the

professional educators to dotheir own work/effectively.

The hindrance to this is that, in their origins, education sys-tems, like hospital systems etc., were administered by the pro-fessio

\
al or technical experts (teachers, doctors, etc.) who,as the ystems grew, tended to keep in their own hands profes-sional fictions that, as administrators, they should have leftto the professional educators. They tended to plan curriculathemselves, prescribe textbooks, decide on teaching methods,set examinations, control teacher-training, and so on, longafter their systems had become so large that they could_not

possibly-find"7timezto'keep ufr-tdWdate in III these professionalareas at the same time as they narried the burden of administra-tion. Hence they tended to rely upon their own memory of theirown teaching years; and thus tney became agents for rigidityand a backward orientation rather than agents for change.

It must be admitted that the lack of well educated highly
trained teachers has forced many administrators to continue toretain professional functions long after they know this is
undesirable.. Recognition of the undesirability of this situa-tion is, however, essential if the administrator is to develop
an adaptable system.
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(b) Professional preparation of teachers

The essential Seep towards being able to divest the adminis-
trator of the' technically educative functions is improvement
Of the professional quality of the teachers. Teach6s and
professional adviserhave to be good enough (i) to develop'
appropriate new curricula; (ii) to adopt new methods, and
adapt these to the differing needs of individual pupils;
(iii) to be able to take the responsibility for the promotion
from class to class, and (iv) to provide guidance to pupils
about.to enter into higher educational institutions 'Llhan their
own.

The direction of ,hange

The first essential element inthisAA that the teachers them-
selves understand and accept the need for changing curricula
and methods. They neeete) be aware of the direction of change
in curriculum'and methods in the modern world.

This direction that' be stuemarized As follows: (i) from en
emphasis on the memorization of factual knowledge to an empha-
sis upon problem-solving and the abRity tofind what facts are
relevant to a problem and to use them in its solution;
(ii) from the authority of the oral or written word to a
critical approach towards generalizations; (iii) from training
for a fixed job and position in society towards an education
that will give mobility and adaptability and the ability to con-
tinue learning throughout life; (iv) from reliance on a school
curriculum-that rarely is changed to an attitude of constantly
modifying what is taught.

Poor education and conservatism on the part of teachers are
hindrances to the appreciation of the nature of changes needed
in the conception of education today,/and the administrator's
task here is to facilitate improved basic education and train-
ing-for-teachers-and-t6 develop "in=setvied edudittiOn on a
permanent basis-to enable even well qualified teachers to keep
up with changing..circumstances.

(c) Flexibility in teachers and schools

When teachers are well educated and are able to take advantage
of facilities for continued professional training, it becomes
possible for the administrator to encourage initiative and con-
siderable autonomy of action in schools and local school dis-.
tricts.

I.
7
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Flexibility of approach to differing local oircumetances is f'-
then possible; and' with flexibility the school can be in
initiator of change. 'Flexibility' may be defined as the
ability of a unit of a school system to change, independently
of other units, Without being hindered by the structure of
the system.'

If schools or groups of schools are well enough staffed to be
able to adjust their teaching to the needs of their particular
pupils and the particular circumstances of their localities,
and they are permitted to do so'without undue administrative
hindrances, the whOle school system becomes flexible ind is
able to meet the changing needs of society as these arite.

Administrative hindrances that have to be reduced are
(') rigid detailed syllabuses of instruction that all teachers
must adhere. to; (ii)'prescribed textbooks that may not be
departed from; (iii) an inspection system that enforces uni-
formity of teaching; (iv) an examination and promotion system
that standardizes the curriculum and methods of all achools.

The gradual decentralization of the policy-making and control
of such factors as curriculum 'promotion methods,
examinations, and so on, leads.to the development of an adapt-
able system,. Such decentralization, of course, can be carried
out only gradually, as the qualifications'Of the teachers and
local professional advisers and directors permit. Decentraliza-
tion can proceed in:stages, from regions to districts, and from
districts to individual schooli: or groups of schools.

(d) Ghange-making institutions

The role, of the administrator, howeveri at whatever,,level he
operates, is not to attempt to draw up new curricula or under-
take' other similar professional and technical activities him-
aelt,._but_to_set_up_innovative_machinervor change- making.
institutions, composed of the teachers and other technical ex-
perts in education, whose task it is to teep curricula and
methods under constant review, to ensure that they can meet
changing needs and suit local circumstances.

KINDS OF CHANGE-MAKING INSTITUTIONS'

The simplest of such change-making institutions are committees of
teachers and advisers, set up in schools, districts, and regions, for the
purpose of in-service self-training by study and discussion. Seminars for
the discussion of educational aims and method's; workshops for the co-
operative making of educational materials and equipment and for the planning
of new syllabuses; co-operative experimental work in groups of schools.

8
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Such informal methods are.essential for the application and spreading
of ideas, within the exists limits of knowl'ddge and racticability. How-
ever, they are rarely able to generate really new ideas, techniques or
materials. For this, more permanent, expert, well-staffed and financed '.,/ -

research institutions have to-be set up.
.

.
.

RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS

FOremoit among such institutions are those whose basic function is
research and innovation. There are several kinds of these, and the func-
tions that they carry out are all essential in a forward-looking education
system, even though it be a small one.

(a) Ministry research units:, needed for the solution of 'day-,to%--i-tri.
day-problems arising in the course of policy-making and the
application of policy bPthe adMinistrators of a.kentral
ministry or Departn4nt of Education. 'RegUlar Atatistical in-

. formation is needed;, surveya.-of the school needs of different
areaa of the country; projections of future enrolments; etc. -
all these are constantly needed by the administrators, and v-

19 .special research units responsible for such work are needed.

(b) Curriculum and methods units: needed for the constant study
of the.content and techniques of education. These need to
have a considerable autonomy, so that they can most effecti'vely
join togethe'r in co-operative 9ffort educators at various
levels - university and teacher college professors, school
teachers' research experts, administrators_and so on.

Such institutions can be, with advantage, granted much autonomy
and independence of action, even though it may be convenient to attach them,
administratively, to universities orherAlbcolleges. 'they dog need
be somewhat separate from the normal administrative structure of ministries,
however, so that their innovative role is not hindered by existing policies.
and - practices. -

Research and development

A 'final note on research and development should.be added.
,

Much innovative thinking occurred among educational theorists and
research workers during the early part of the twentieth century, that did
not find its way into school practice. This resulted from what may be
called 'the application gap'. Basic research proceeded in the following
fashion: from theory and intuition, ideas were generated, tested in experi-
mental situations, evaluated statistically, and-so on, and then announced

0

9
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in research.publications,.to_be plaited up or ignored according to circum-
stances unknown." At this point the'educational,,researchyorkfr often con-
sidered his role ceased: it)was for others to apply his hypothesis oridea.

r, . ,/
.

* 0 0

In practice, institutions were la'king that oould"carrly out what we
may call educational engineering.: to make materials fhitt would make it
possible to put ideas into practice, An example is the',idea that indiyidual-ized learning materials would be conducive to steady ediaOational progressin children.

The breakthrough'in educational engineering has come.with the
development of special institutions for this purpose: .-the Learnihg,
Research and:Development centres of the:United States of America, to takena a durrent example.

\4

These combine two stages in%the.innovativelrocess: first; the
fundamental research into-the processes of learning and teaching, from
,which new insights may, be derived which will lead to technical improve-- .metit;_secondly, the d4velopment of techniques and materials' that will
enable such insights to be applied in the school.

It shoUld be'noted that the word 'development' is used hebe in its
'engineering' sense: the elaboration of-a technique or materials or equip-
ment that will enable a scientific discovery too be put to practical use on
an economic scale.

Research and development centres are ofteh complemented by regional
laboratories or networks of specially selected schools where newly .

developed methods and materials can be given a widespread trial before
Bing made universally available.

(c) Educational research institutions' of wider scope. There
need-also-for-institutions for pure resn...rch., that have the. .

highest degree of freedom in respect,to.the kinds of educa-
tional problems they examine. Their central role will be to

17 examine problems arising out of existing educational conditions'
and policies, with a view to facilitating the creation and
adoption of new policies at the highest level. For this reason,
such institutions need to be quite independent of a Ministry of
Education; so that their research will not be channelled into
particular directions, or hindered, by the. fear that its re-
sults may lead to criticismsof existing policy.

iSuch high-level research institutions may be "given independent
existence,s4ith their own governing bodies and their own
finances.
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a,

University and teachers' college research units: Viable re-
selpsh units in universities and. teachers colleges are of
the4greatestvalue in the training of teachers and edubators,
as they keep the students in touch with the,growing edge of
knowledge and make them sensitive t4 the needfor keeping in
touch with research when they are qualified and wbrking in
the schools.

.

Such units, however,''Should not be expected to devote them-
selves necessarily to the kirid orresearch immediately needed
for the improvement of the school system. This would narrow
down the range of the educational possibilities of research
unduly to the immediate present, And would dooa disservice to
the breadth of research problems young students maybe inter-
ested in and would thus defeat the long-term purpose of
acquainting them with research methods- that'of keeping them
alive to the need for innovation and enquiry throughout their
professional,Vves and over the whole range of educational
problems.

There is, of course, much to be gained by having teachers'
..-dlleges and univerSitieework closely with teachers' n
committees and research institutions dealing with the immediate
needs of the school system;, but their rdsearch efforts should
not be arbitrarily limited to such immediate needs.

In conclusion, it should agiin be emphasised that a crucial first.
step in the process of building-in the possibility of continuing innova-
tion in'en education system, is a proper understanding by the.administra-
itoi's of the 'necessary divisiofi between the administrative functions and,
the technical functions that together are necessary for a gatistiotory
system. And, with this, an understanottm is needed, that the
administrative_funotion.basically has the-purpose-of-facilitating-the-
technical function (and not vice

IL
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